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January 7, 1991

1CAN019103

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Mail Station P1-137
Washington, D. C. 20555

Solui:CT: Arkansas Nuclear Ono - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-313
Licenso No. DPR-51
Licensco Event Report 50-313/90-017-00

Centlomen:

In accordance wJth 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv), attached 18 the subject report
concerning the inadvertent start of a Low Pressnre it.loction pump during
post maintenance testing due to personnel ortor.

Very truly yours,

7w . hUw
James l'isicaro

Manager, Licensing

JJF/RilS/mmg
Attachment
cc: Regional Administrator

Region IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plar.a Drive. Suitn 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

INPO Rncords Contor Suite 1500
1100 Circle, 75 Parkway
Atlanta, CA 30339-3064
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On 11ccomber 7, 1990, at approximately 0125, an inadvertent automatic start of the
'B' Dncay Heat Removal / Low Pressure Injection pump (p-34B) occurred during testing.
On November 4, 1990, a timo delay relay (162-405) which enables the Low pressure
Injection low flow alarm was replaced using an approved work plan. The
proroquisitos for the workplan required the circuit breaker for P-34B to be tagged
open because the method of testing relay 162-405 would also initiato a pump stect.
Due to plant. conditions at that timn, the post maintenance test could not be
performed and tbo hold card was relonsed. On December 7, the electrician assigned
to perform the test checked that the prerequisitos were signed of f, but did not
physically reverify them. When a jumper was Installed to test relay 162-405, p-34B
started. The pump ran for approximately 5 seconds before bcIng secured by an
operator. The root cause of this event was personnel error. This event was
discussed with Electrical Maintenanco personnel. The import.ance of reverifying
prorequisites prior to resuming jobs which are unexpectedly halted was stressed.
Additionally, the ' Conduct of Maintenance' procedure will be revised to include
appropriate t..1danco in this area.
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A. Plant Status

At the time of this event, Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit One (ANO-1) was in the
Cold Shutdown condit.f on. Refunling outage IR9 was in progress.

B. Event Description

On December 7, 1990 at approximately 0125, an inadvertent automatic start of the
"B" Decay licat Removal / Low Pressure injection pump (P-34B) [BP] occurred during
the performance of post maintenance testing of the Low Pressure Injection (LPI)

'

system logic circudtry.

On November 4,1990, Agastat timo delay relay 162-405 was replaced in accordance
with an approved work plan. This relay is in parallel with and is actuated at
the same time as a rolay which initiates an automatic start of P-348. Its

purpose is to enable the LPI low flow alarm 35 seconds after an Engincored
Safeguards signal is received. The portion of the workplan detailing the
repincement and post maintenance testing of this relay included in its
prerequisites the requirement that the circuit breaker for P-34B be tagged open
during performance of the relay changeout and subsequent testing. Dun to plant
conditions at the time the relay was replaced, it was not possible to perform
the post maintenanco test. Therefore, maintenance personnel released the hold
card on the P-34B circuit breaker so that the pump could be utilized in the
Decay lloat Removal (DilR) mode of operation, if needed.

On December 7, 1990, with the "B" DilR train in service, Electrical Maintenance
personnel requested Operations to shift to the 'A' train to allow post
maintenance testing of relay 162-405. At 2325, Electrical Haintenance was
informed that-DilR had boon shifted to the 'A' train. The electrician assigned
to the job requested and received permission from the Shift Supervisor to
perform the post maintenance tost. The electrician veriflod that the
proroquisites were signed off in the workplan, but did not physically reverify
that the circuit breaker for P-34B was tagged open. After the test jumpor was
installed to actuate the relay in accordance with the tast, P-34B started
automatically and the LPI low flow alarm annunciated, ino electrician then
removed his test jumper. The pump ran for approximately 5 seconds before being
secured by a control room operator, llowever, thoro was r ,) flow because the 'B'
train isolation valves were closed.
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C. Root. Cause
,

The root cause of this event was determined to be personnel error. The
principle of reverifying prerequisites prior to resuming a job which was halted
or delayed 'Is within the skill of the craf t. However, inadequate procedural
guidance was also a contribut.ing factor. The ' Conduct of Maintenance' procedure
did not contain guidance regarding the reverification of prerequisites for
procedures, job orders or workplans prior to resuming work which was
unexpectedly halted or delayed.

D. Corrective Actions

As an immediate corrective action, th.'.s cycnt was discussed with Electrical
Maintenance personnel. The importance of reverifying workplan prerequisites
prior to resuming work which was unexpectedly halted or delayed was stressed.

.

'

The ' Conduct. of Maintenance' procedure will be revised by rebruary 15, 1991 to
include guidance to ensure adequate reverification of prerequisites when jobs
are une:cpectndly stopped and restarted.

Additionally, training on this event and the lessons learned f rom it and on the
above referenced revision to the ' Conduct of Maintenance' procedure will be
provided-to the maintenance personnel of ANO-1 and ANO-2 by March 1, 1991.

E. Safety Significance

The safety significance of this event is considered minimal since the 'B' train >

isolation va?ves were closed at the time the pump was inadvertently started and
no flow was initiated.

F. 11 asis For Reportability

This event is considered reportabic pursuant to 10CPR50.73(a)(2)(lv) as an
inadverten; actuation of an Engineered Safety Feature.

G. Additional Information

There have boce no previous events reported in which failure to reverify
prerequisites prior to resuming a job resulted in actuation of an Engineered
Safety Feature.

Energy Industry Identification System codes are identified in the text as [XX].
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